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Three murders. Three innocent victims. What secrets did they share with their killer? A bottle of

bubble bath and colorful, plastic boats were scattered in small puddles on the floor. In the bathtub

lay Linda Upton, fully-clothed, her lips a shade of blue, and her bloodshot eyes wide open. When a

young mother is found drowned in the bath, clutching a receipt saying 'all debts paid', Detective

Robyn Carter knows it's just the beginning of a harrowing case. She recognizes the signs of a serial

killer, and when a second victim with a receipt is found, her worst fears are confirmed. With the local

press whipping the public into a frenzy, Robyn is under pressure to solve the crime yesterday. But

her team can't find a link between the two bodies, and the cracks are starting to show. With the local

press whipping the public into a frenzy, Robyn is under pressure to solve the crime yesterday. But

her team can't find a link between the two bodies, and the cracks are starting to show. The press

call him The Leopard for his stealth, speed, and brutality. Can Robyn stop the most twisted killer of

her career before it's too late? A heart-pounding, toe-curling, one-sitting serial killer thriller that will

hook you from the first minute till the last. Perfect for fans of Angela Marsons, Rachel Abbott, and

Karin Slaughter.
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This is Book 2 of the DI Robyn Carter Series. It's absolutely an edge of your seat read! Robyn is a

complex woman; the way she thinks, how she puts the clues together. Even her life with Davies

helps her in the present. Again, an outstanding read, Carol! I'm looking forward to the next DI Robyn



Carter book 3!!

It's not just "who did it", but a thought- provoking journey to "why". I love the recurring characters

who reveal more of themselves with each book.

Suspenseful through out....Well written and lots of sharp turns.....

I lost a lot of sleep as I kept reading well past my bedtime . I am trying to be like Davies and work

out the puzzle. A great read. Keep them coming.

I really enjoyed this book! It was very interesting from start to finish. It has a good, solid plot,

interesting characters and is well written.

One of the better "who done it " tomes recently read. The instinct of Robyn and persistence was a

good touch

Book 1 made me by this one. Like the personalities . Real down to earth and believable. Will get

book 3.

Wonderful and suspenful
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